For Quizzes NOT DELIVERED through Respondus Lockdown Browser

Step 1:

For Quizzes/Tests not delivered through LDB, quiz password may be given by choosing "Edit Test Options". If password is given, it should be shared with the students.

Note: This test is NOT set to be delivered through LDB in BB9, so we recommend students take this test in their web browser and not via the LDB.

Step 2:

As this Quiz is not delivered through LDB, the password (if required) should be given under "Test Availability" options.

Note: This test is NOT set to be delivered through LDB in BB9, so we recommend students take this test in their web browser and not via the LDB.
For Quizzes DELIVERED through Respondus Lockdown Browser

Step 1 – The quiz “World History” is the quiz to be delivered through LDB.

Step 2 – Set up the quiz to be taken through LDB. Follow steps 1 to 6 indicated in the image.

**Important:** Please note student should be provided with the password which has been setup in this screen.
Step 3 – Quiz status in the LDB Dashboard after it has been set up for LDB.

Step 4 – Quiz status in the content area after it has been set up for LDB.
Step 5 – Quiz setting after it has been set up for LDB.

Important: Please DO NOT edit this setting once it has been set for LDB. Also, students must NOT be provided with the encrypted secret password created by LockDown Browser (shown in the below screen shot) as they would be able to bypass the security of the test with a standard browser.

This Quiz is through LDB. As the password given under Course Tools->Respondus Lockdown Browser-> (Respective Quiz), hence password gets encrypted in this screen for more security, which should not shared to student to use or modify any more in this screen.
**Note:** Any changes to the above test settings including removing the password requirement, renaming the test title, moving the test to another content area, etc. can impact LockDown Browser. If these settings have been modified the test status will appear as an 'Error' as below. In that case, click on “Fix It” button to update the settings.